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We obtain strong approximation results for the empirical Q-Q process. 
Moreover, some GlivenkoCantelh-type results are also obtained. These results are 
applicable to construct confidence bands for QQ plots. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Graphical techniques are commonly used in studying the distributional 
relationships between two or more populations. One of the useful tools in 
this direction is the empirical quantile-quantile (EQ-Q) plot. This is essen- 
tially a plot of the order statistics of one sample against those from 
another. The latter technique was discussed in the literature (e.g., see Wilk 
and Gnanadesikan [ 151). 
Consider the problem of comparing two populations with continuous 
distribution functions (DFs) F and G on the basis of two independent ran- 
dom samples X, ,..., X,, and Y, ,..., Y,,, respectively. Let F-‘(t) = 
inf{ U: F(U) 2 t > and Q = G- ‘. The Q-Q plot of G against F is defined to be 
Q(F(x)). As an alternative to using the difference of the means, Doksum 
[9], introduced the shift function, d(x), which is defined as 
4x)= Q(F(x)) - x, x E S(F), (1.1) 
where S(F) is the support of F, that is, S(F) = {x: 0-c F(x) < l}. 
Let G, be the empirical DF(EDF) based on the Y sample and let 
Qn = G; i be the corresponding empirical quantile function (EQF). In 
addition, let F, be the EDF based on the X sample and F;’ be the 
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corresponding EQF. The EQ-Q plot, Q,(F,,(x)), of G against F is a natural 
estimator of Q(F(x)). Consequently, the shift function, d(x), can be 
estimated by 
d,(x) = Q,(Fn(x)) -x, x E S(F,). (1.2) 
The EQ-Q process, z,(s), of G against F is defined as 
T,(X) = ~“‘gQ(F(xMU-4 - 4~)) 
= n”‘gQ(F(x))(Q,(F,(x)) - Q(F(x))), XE S(F), (1.3) 
where Q”(O) is always taken to be Y1:,, the first-order statistic of the Y 
sample, g = G’ is assumed to exist and gQ(.) = g(Q(.)). 
The quantile process, p,(.), of the Y sample is defined as 
A(Y) = ~"'gQMQn(.d - Q(Y)), O<y<l. 
The similarity between r,(.) and p,(s) is not so clear at the beginning. 
However, as we will see in the sequel, r,(.) enjoys many asymptotic proper- 
ties similar to those of p,(.). In addition, this (foreseen) similarity played a 
crucial role in developing the techniques used in exploring the asymptotic 
theory of r,(e). 
Assuming that the supports, S(F) and S(G), of F and G are finite inter- 
vals, Doksum [lo], proved the weak convergence result 
T,(X) 2 fi W(x)), (1.4) 
where“-+ P menas “convergence in distribution” and B(e) is a Brownian 
bridge on [0, 11, that is, a separable real valued Gaussian process with 
mean zero and covariance function s( 1 - t), 0 < s d t d 1. Some 
generalizations of ( 1.4) were proved by Bjerve and Doksum [Z] and Nair 
[ 123 under the assumption that S(F) and S(G) are finite intervals. 
The aim of the present paper is to develop strong approximation results 
which do not require the assumption that S(F) and S(G) are finite inter- 
vals. We will approximate T,,(.) by a sequence of Brownian bridges as well 
as by the sum of two independent Kiefer processes, where by a Kiefer 
process, K( y, x), 0 < y < 1, 0 6 x < co, we mean a separable real valued 
mean zero two parameters Gaussian process with covariance function 
EK(y,x)K(u,t)=x(y(l-u)j, O<x<t<oo,O<y<u<l. 
For detailed discussions on the Q-Q approach, the reader is also 
referred to Doksum and Sievers [lo] and Switzer [13]. 
It will be a convenient device to define a new set of rv by setting 
Ui=F(Xi), Vi= G( Y,), i= 1, 2 ,..., n. 
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Clearly, then the Ui are i.i.d. uniform [0, l] rv, the Vi are i.i.d. uniform 
[0, l] rv and they are also independent of the Ui. Let Ui:J Vizn), 
i = 1, 2,..., n be the order statistics of the U(V) sample. 
In Table I we define a set of empirical functions and processes which will 
play a crucial role in the sequel. 
Now we introduce the following two definitions: 
and 
ICY) = n"2gQ(A(Q,E(y)) - Q(Y)), O<y<l, (l-5) 
I,’ = ,1’2( ~AaY)) - Y), O<y61. (1.6) 
It is well known that F,(F-‘(y)) = E,(y) and consequently we have the 
following relation: 
I, = MIX)). (1.7) 
The above relation enables us to study z,(.) via studying z:(e). The relation 
between r:(e) and r,*(~) is not so immediate. However, the distance between 
rjj.) and TX(.) can be computed. The latter argument was first introduced 
by CsGrgB and Revtsz 171, to study the general quantile process, p,,(.), by 
computing the distance between p,(.) and u,(.), the uniform quantile 
process. For further results and discussion concerning the Csiirgd and 
RCvCsz [7] approach the reader is also referred to CsSrgii et al. [5] and 
Csorgii [4]. 
In the sequel, r,(.) will be called the general EQ-Q process, ri(.) will be 
called the general-uniform EQ-Q process and r,*(.) will be called the 
uniform EQ-Q process. 
We conclude this section by fixing some notations. We will write 
“sup Ca,b))l to denote “sup, c < b”. We will write log, n instead of writing 
loglog n. We are going to use the notation that Ai, Bi, i= 1,2,..., are 
appropriate positive absolute constants. Finally, we will use the following 
notations: 
rl(n) = n-“4(lOg, n)“4(lOg .)I’2 
a,(d) = dn - l log, n, d>O. > 
(1.8) 
TABLE I 
Function/process u, K 
EDF En(.) 
Empirical process ct,(.) = n”*(E,(.) - .) 
EQF Un(.) VA.1 
Quantile process U”(.) = rP( cl”(.) - .) II,(.) = nq V”(.) - .) 
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2. ON THE UNIFORM E@Q PROCESS 
We start this section by proving a strong approximation theorem for 
r,*(s), the uniform EQ-Q process. Namely, we have 
THEOREM 2.1. Given two independent sequences U,, U2 ,... and V,, V, ,... 
each of independent uniform [0, 1) rv, there exist two independent Kiefer 
processes K,(e, .) and K2(., *) such that 
sup I~,*(y)-n~l’Z{Kl(y, n)+KAy, n)>I z O(rl(n)). (2.1) 
CO,ll 
Proof: Using the definition of z,*(.) we can easily show that 
T,*(Y) = 4h%(Y)) + %z(Yh O<yQl. (2.2) 
By Theorem 3 of Csorgii and Revesz [6 3, there exists a Kiefer process 
K,(-, .) such that 
sup lu,(y) -n-“*K,(y, n)l 2 O(r,(n)). 
[O?ll 
(2.3) 
By Theorem 4 of Komlos, Major, and Tusnady [ 111, there exists a Kiefer 
process K2(*, .) such that 
sup la,(y) -np”2K,(y, n)l “E O(n-“‘(log n)‘). 
CO.ll 
(2.4) 
The independence of the two sequences, Ul, Uz,... and V,, V2,..., insures 
the independence of the two Kiefer processes K,(-, .) and K,(., .). 
Next, by (2.2) we have 
SUP br%v) -n -1’2{Kl(~, n)+K2(y, n)>l 
ml1 
< sup Id&(y)) -n-“*~~(K(~L n)l 
call 
+ sup n-“* Kl(~,(y), n) - K,(y, n)l 
co.11 
+ sup la,(y) -n-1’2K2(y, n)l. 
co.11 
(2.5) 
By (2.3) the first term of the right-hand side of (2.5) is =a.s O(r,(n)). 
Whereas, (2.4) implies that the third term is = a.s. O(n-‘/*(log n)‘). 
As to the second term of the right-hand side of (2.5) we have 
sup n-l’* lKI(&(y), n)-KAy, n)l 
co311 
= sup nW112 K, 
O<k<n I ( 
k 
n’ 
n - Kl(Uk:,, n) 2 O(rl(n)), 
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where the last equality follows by (3.1.10) of Csorgo [4]. This completes 
the proof of (2.1). 
Regarding the problem of approximating r,*(.) by a sequence of Brow- 
nian bridges, we have the following: 
THEOREM 2.2. Given the conditions of Theorem 2.1, there exists a 
sequence of Brownian bridges (B,(.)} such that for all E > 0 we have 
P{sup [r,*(y)-fiB,(y)( >A,n-“4(10g,)3’4} <B,n-“, (2.6) 
ro.11 
where A, = A(E) and B, are positive absolute constants. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 uses the probability inequalities of Theorem 1 
of Csorgij and Revesz [6] and Theorem 3 of Komlbs, Major, and Tusnady 
[ 111. The crucial step in the proof is the following probability inequality; 
P{sup IB(E,(y))-B(y)1 >Azn-1’4(logn)3’4}< B2nPE. 
co.11 
This can be proved by using the probability inequality 
P{sup [E,(y)-yl >A,n-1’2(logn)“‘~dB,n~” 
FL II 
and Lemma 1.1.1 of CsorgG and Revtsz [8]. A similar program was 
carried out by Aly, Beirlant, and Horvath [I] in the proof of their 
Lemma 3.2. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 will be concluded by the use of Lemma 4.4.4 of 
Csiirgii and Rev&z [S]. 
The following two theorems will be needed in the sequel. 
THEOREM A. (Csaki [3]). With 6, =a,(d), d>0.236... we have 
f 
nli; Casy_P,, (Al - ~)log2n)-“~ Ian( 2 2, 
“1 ” 
(2.7) 
where u,,(d) is us in (2.1). 
THEOREM B. (Csiirgii and Rtvesz [ 71). With E, = a,(25) we have 
7 
lim sup { v( 1 - y) log, n> -‘I2 Iv,(y)I < 4 a.s. (2.8) 
n-m [En,1 -En] 
Our next step is to prove an analogue of Theorems A and B for tz(.). 
This is given in the following; 
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THEOREM 2.3. With e, = a,(C) and C = 28 + 645 we have 
lim sup { Y( 1 - Y) log, n> -l/* [r:(Y)1 6 2 + 41 as., 
n+m [t-,.1-e,] 
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(2.9) 
where I is the solution ofk(l) = l/C with k(x) = x(log x - 1) + 1. 
Proof: By (2.2) we have 
~Y(l-Y)log2n)~“2/~,*(Y)l 
~~Y(l-Y)log2~}-1’2l~,(y)l+{Y(l-y)log,~}-”2lu”(E,(y))l. 
Hence, by (2.7) we have 
pm reSIU_Pe, {Y(l-Y)log*n)~"*I~X(Y)l G2 
n. n 
7 
+ hm n-so aye, Ml - y)log2 4-1’21bEh9)l a.s. V-10) 
n. II 
Now we prove that, if e, ,< y ,< 1 -en, then for large enough n we have 
a,(25) <E,(y) 6 1 - ~~(25) a.s. (2.11 
We note that, if Y > e,, then 
E,(y) 3 E,(e,) = np1’2a,(e,) + e,. (2.12) 
On the other hand, by (2.9) we have 
Icc,(e,)l <2(e, log, n)-“2(1 + o(1)) ~n-“*(2C”~ + 1) log, n as., (2.13) 
if n is large enough. By (2.12) and (2.13) we get 
E,(y) 2 - (2c”‘+ 1) K’ log, n + cn-’ log, n 
2 (C- 2c’12 - 1) n - ’ log, n = a,( 25) a.s., 
if n is large enough. This proves the first half of (2.11). The proof of the 
second half is now obvious. 
By (2.9) and (2.11) we have 
nFm [,sy,, iY(l -Yv%2~l-1’2 brz(~“(Y))l 
n. n 
7 
< hm sup R(Y)(l -&l(Y)) log2 V’* Id%(Y))l 
n - a2 [e,.l ~ e,] 
7 
. hm sup -4(Y)(l -J%(Y)) l’* 
n-m [e,l-e.] { Y(l -Y) > 
7 
<4 hm sup 
n - a2 [+.I -en] 
(2.14) 
if n is large enough. 
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By Theorem 2 of Wellner [ 141 we have 
iii sup 
n+cc [t-.,1--e,] 
(2.15) 
where I > 1 is the solution of k(Z) = l/C. The required result follows by 
combining (2.10), (2.14), and (2.15). 
3. STRONG APPROXIMATIONS OF THE GENERAL EQ-Q PROCESS 
In the previous section it was proved that t,*(.) has “similar” asymptotic 
theory as that of v,,(e), the uniform quantile process. In the present section 
we are going to further study this “similarity” by investigating, or indeed, 
computing the distance between z,*(s) and rf(.). Our way of attack is along 
the lines of Theorem 3 of Csorgii and RCvCsz [7] and Theorem 3.1 of 
Csorgii et al. [S]. We start by stating and proving the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the distribution function G is continuous and 
satisfies 
(i) G is twice differentiable on (a, b), where a= sup{x: G(x) =0}, 
b=inf{x:G(x)=l}, -oo<a<b<cO, 
(ii) G’(x) =g(x) > 0 on (a, b), (3.1) 
(iii) for SOme Y>O we have SUP~O.~) Y(I-Y) lg’Q(yM*Q(y)~~. 
Then 
sup I+(Y) - T,*(Y)1 
c ll(n + 1 ),n/(n + 1 )I 
as. 
i 
O(n-“*(log, n)‘+,) if ~61 
= O(n-“*(log, n)?(log n)(’ +B)(y- ‘)) if y>l, (3.2) 
where E > 0 is arbitrary. 
If, in addition to (3.1), we also assume 
(iv) A = limXI, g(x)<co, B=limXtbg(x)<co, 
(v) one of 
(UP a) Ar,B>O 
(u, /?) if A = 0 (resp. B = 0), then g is nondecreasing 
(resp. nonincreasing) on an interval to the right 
of a (resp. to the Ieft of b), 
(3.3) 
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then, if (u, c() obtains 
sup Irk(y) - z,*(y)1 g O(n-“’ log, n) 
(O,l) 
(3.4) 
and if (u, j?) obtains 
O(n ~ “* log, n) if y<l 
sup [z:(y) - z,*(y)/ E 
1 
O(n-“*(log, n)‘) if y=l (3.5) 
(0.1) 
O(n-“‘(log, n)Y(log n)(‘+“)cY--l)) if y > 1, 
where E > 0 is arbitrary. 
Proof Only the main steps are given here. The technical details are 
similar to those in the references mentioned at the beginning of this section. 
By the two-term Taylor expansion, we have 
g'Q(en) se(r) =~,*(y)-$n~“*2,**(y)y.-, 
g Q(en) gQ(en) 
where lo,-- yl <n-“*lr,*(y)l. Hence 
IT:(Y) - z,*( y)l G fn-“*2,**(y) 
ldQ(en,l sQ(y) 
g*Q(e”) ‘imn 
(3.6) 
We note that the right-hand side of (3.6) is similar to that of (4.515) of 
Csiirgii and Rev&z [8] and it can be handled in a similar fashion by the 
help of Theorem 2.3. Hence we obtain 
sup Izt( y) - t,*(y)1 2 O(n-“* log, n), (3.7) 
C%sl - %I 
where e, = a,(C), C = 28 + 6fi. 
Next, we observe that if 0 d y d e,, then 
0 6 E,(y) < a,(C,) as., (3.8) 
if n is large enough, where C, = 31+ 123. Hence, by (2.4) 
sup l~,*(Y)l G sup b”u%l(Y))l + sup MY)I 
co, e,l CO.e.1 C0,e.l 
<(2C,+4Ci/*+l)n- Ii2 log, n = C, n ~ ‘I2 log, n a.s., (3.9) 
where the last line follows from (2.7), (2.8) combined with (3.8) and an 
argument similar to that led to (3.10) of Cs6rg6 and Revesz [7]. 
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In order to prove (3.2) we consider 
cl,r2,,e”, ‘TA(y)’ 6 (0.e,,,ySn2t,,)i< y ‘TA(y)’ 
+ sup b:(Yh (3.9) 
Cll(n+l).r”l.V”(~~‘,(r’))~., 
As to the first term of the right-hand side of (3.9) we have 
sup IT:(Y)\ = sup 
n1/2 ) 
1o,c,l.~“(Enl.v))~ .I lO.unl.I’n(E,,(.~~)l < .I’ s 
sQ(y)/gQ(u) du 
1’“1clJ)) 
2 O(.) rates of (3.5), (3.10) 
where the last equality follows by (3.14) of Csiirgii and Rtvtsz [7]. 
Adapting an argument similar to that of (3.5) of C&g6 et al. [S], we 
estimate the second term of the right-hand side of (3.9) as follows: Assum- 
ing that Y,(E,(y))a y we have 
IT;(y)1 = n”’ 
s 
r’n’En’~v)‘gQ( y)/gQ(u) du 
.I 
+C@ -“‘T,*(y)/y+ I}‘- 1) n”‘y}. (3.11) 
Now, by (3.9) we have 
II,l,S;y, 
3, 
, {np”‘T,*(y)+ 1)‘~ ((C2+ l)logzn+ l}‘a.s., 
if n is large enough, whenever V,,(E,( y)) > y. Hence 
sup Tf(y)(n-“‘2T,*(J’)/y+ 1)’ 
Cll(n+ I).enl.Vd&()I> .v 
<C2n-“‘10gzn{(C2+1)10g,n+1}~a.s. (3.12) 
for large enough n, and 
“2T;(J’)/y+ I}‘- l)d’*y 
<(((C2+l)log,n+l)Y-1)Cn-1~210g,na.s. (3.13) 
for large n. 
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Combining (3.7), (3.9), (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) we get (3.2). 
The proof of (3.5) is now clear. 
Having proved Theorem 3.1 we can prove an analogue of Theorem 6 of 
CsGrgii and Revtsz [7] for the general EQ-Q process. Namely, we have 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that the distribution function G is continuous and 
that conditions (3.1) are satisfied. Then, there exists a sequence of Brownian 
bridges {B,(.)} and t wo independent Kiefer processes K, (., .) and K2(., .) such 
that 
sup Irk(y) - 3 B,,(y)1 2 O(n-“4(log n)3’4) (3.14) 
r~l(~+lL~l(n+l)l 
and 
sup Iz~(y)-n-“‘{K,(y,n)+K,(y,n))l E O(r,(n)).(3.15) 
Cl/(n+ ILn/(n+ Ill 
If, in addition to conditions (3.1) we also assume conditions (3.3), then 
both (3.14) and (3.15) hold true when the sup is taken ouer (0, 1). 
Remark 3.1. Using the fact that z,(x)=r~(F(x)) and aasuming con- 
ditions (3.1) we have 
and 
sup IT,(X) - & B,(F(x))l 2 O(np”4(log n)3’4) 
CCl,CfJ 
(3.16) 
sup IT,(x)-n”‘(K,(F(x), n)+K,(F(x), n)}l g- O(r,(n)), (3.17) 
ccfd$ 
where cf, = F-‘(l/(n + 1)) and ci = F-‘(n/(n + 1)). 
If, in addition to conditions (3.1) we also assume conditions (3.3) then 
both (3.16) and (3.17) hold true when the sup is taken over 
S(F) = {x: 0 <F(x) < l}. 
Remark 3.2. (i) Assuming conditions (3.1) and (3.3) we have 
T”(X) --% d B(F(x)), (3.18) 
where B(.) is a Brownian bridge. This is a generalization of Doksum’s 
result, [9]. The asymptotic results of Section 2.1 of Bjerve and Doksum 
[2 3 can be generalized similarly. Indeed, one can easily obtain (3.16) and 
(3.17)-type results for the case of comparing (k + 1) populations. 
(ii) All of our results here are dealing with the case of having equal 
sample sizes. However, the generalization to the case of having unequal 
samples (i.e., when the X sample is of size n, and the Y sample is of size n, 
suchthatn,/(n,+n,)-*~,O<~<l,asn,+n,~oo)israthertrivial. 
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4. SOME GLIVENK~~ANTELLI THEOREMS FOR Q-Q PROCESSES 
An immediate consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 is the following 
SUP b3Y)I -5 &UP IWV)l> 
CO.ll CO.ll 
where B(.) is a Brownian bridge. In addition, it is well known that there 
exists a universal constant C, such that for all r>O we have 
and 
P sup Icr,(y)I > r < C;e-2’*. 
i co.11 I 
(4.1) 
P sup IV,(y)1 >r <C,“ep2’* 
i 1 co.11 
(4.2) 
Combining (2.1), (4.1), and (4.2) together we get for all r > 0 
P sup Ir~(y)I 3 r < C3e-‘*I*. 
i co.11 I 
(4.3) 
Hence, we may easily prove that 
sup I Vn(&(Y)) - YI = $yf& I v/c:, - Uk:,I 2 09 
CO*ll . . 
(4.4) 
where UIIn,..., U,:, are the order statistics of the U sample and VIIn,..., V,:, 
are those of the V sample. 
In the rest of this section we will develop an analogue of the 
Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem for 7,‘J.) and 7,(.). Our way of handling is 
along the lines of Section 1.4 of Csiirgo [4], We start by proving the 
following result. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let the distribution function G be such that S(G) is 
finite, g = G’ exists and continuous such that infro,,, gQ( y) > 0. Then 
SUP lQD’nb))- QVG))l a.s. 0. 
S(F) 
Proof. We first observe that 
sup lQrPn(x)) - QV’b,>l = SUP lQ,b%y)) - Q(y)I. 
S(F) co.1 1 
By the one-term Taylor expansion we get 
Q”(E,(y))-Q(y)=Q(V,(E,(y)))-Qe(y) 
= (J’~&%(Y)) - y)(l/gQ(s.v,,)h (4.5) 
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where V,,(&(y)) A y < .s.“,~ < V,,(E,( y)) v y. The required result follows by 
(4.4) and the assumption infro,I, gQ(y) > 0. 
The following Theorem is an analogue of Theorem 1.4.3 of Csijrgii [4] 
for Q-Q processes. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that G satis$es conditions (3.1). Then, there exists 
a universal constant C3 such that for all x > 0, i B 1, 0 < b < 1, &, 3 1 and 
n 2 1 we have 
P 
i 
Sup Irf(y)I 2x3, ~C3e-“212+46~1e-“b”~‘h(~O) 
Lb.1 -bI I 
+ 26 - I {e -nbJ.6/4h(i-6/4) + e-nbRm”/4h(i6/4)} 
+2g-l{e~“b”o’h(“~‘44’+ e-nbi.;‘h(i-6’4)}, (4.6) 
where h(x)=x+log(l/x)-1, S=([y]+l)-‘, y is as in (3.1) and [.] is 
integer part. 
Proof (Outlines). By (4.3) and (4.5) we have 
P sup IT;(y)1 2x2 
Cb.1 --bl 
9 C3epX2” + P &Q(Y) >A 
Lb::% gQ(Syln)’ 
Using the same argument of Eq. (1.4.18.2) of Csiirgij [4] we get 
,;;!$j$+} .b’,n 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
As to the first probability of the right-hand side of (4.8), we have 
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In order to estimate the first probability of the right-hand side of (4.9) 
we observe that 
p sup V”(Erl(Y)) > 26/2 
i Ch.ll y I 
= p 
i 
sup J%(Y). VA%(Y)) > j6,2 
Cb.11 Y  E,(Y) ’ * I 
sup Vth%(~)) b 1,a,4 
[/,.I] E,(Y) 
de- .bL”‘4h(/P6,4) + p (4.10) 
where the last line follows by using (i) of Lemma 1 of Wellner [14]. 
Towards estimating the second term of the right-hand side of (4.10) we 
observe first that (ii) of Lemma 1 of Wellner implies that 
P{E,(b) <b&l ) 6 e-nbi.C’h(i.o), (4.11) 
for each I, > 1. Hence 
de- 
nbl.~‘h(AO) + e nbi.;‘h(LSJ41 (4.12) 
for each &,a 1, where the last line follows by (ii) of Lemma 2 of 
Wellner [ 141. 
By (4.10) and (4.12) we have 
Next, the second probability 
estimated as follows: 
mnbi;‘h(l,) + e-nb1”‘4h(1m”4) 
+e- 
nh2.y ‘h( j.“‘4) 
(4.13) 
of the right-hand side of (4.9) can be 
1-Y > E w4 
[CW:?b), 1 - 6(y) ’ 
<e- 
&,j,-“‘4h(A6/4) 
Se- 
nbi.~‘h(&,) + e -nbii lh(A.-“f4) 
5 (4.14) 
for each I, > 1. 
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By (4.9), (4.13), and (4.14) we have for every I,> 1 that 
+ {e- 
nbj.a/dh( 1 -a!'4 )  + e ~ nbA--6:4h(l.6'4j 
1 
+ {e- 
nbli’h(l-6’4) 
+e- 
nbl;‘h(L”i4) 
1. 
Due to symmetry, we also have 
(4.15) 
Y 
[b;l”-p,, vn(En(e~)) ’ 
l- Vn(K(Y)) 
1 - y 
31”” <R.H.S.of(4.15). (4.16) 
Now, (4.8) (4.15) and (4.16) imply (4.6). 
COROLLARY 4.2. Given conditions (3.1) an G we have 
I 
c i 
n”P sup My) IQ,@,(Y))- Q(Y)I ‘6 < ~0, 
I 
(4.17) 
n=l C’n.1 ~ r”l 
for any given E>O, cr>O, where r,,=dn-‘logn, d> 1. 
The proof is similar to that of Corollary 1.4.3 of Csiirgii [4]. 
Remark 4.1. We note that (4.17) implies the following Glivenko- 
Cantelli-type result 
sup gQ(Wxl) IQn(Fnb)) - QV’(-x))l - 0, (4.18) 
[F-‘(r”l,F-‘( I -r.)l 
Remark 4.2. As a consequence of Theorem 3.2 we have 
(i) sup gQF’(x)) lQ,(Fn(x)) - Q(Qx))l a.s. 0, 
c&c;1 
(4.19) 
provided that conditions (3.1) are satified, where c!, and ci are as in (3.17). 
(ii) SUP gQ(W)) IQ,,(W))- Q(&))l a.s. 0, 
S(F) 
(4.20) 
provided that conditions (3.1) and (3.3) are satisfied. 
We observe that (4.17), (4.18), and (4.19) are true on assuming con- 
ditions (3.1). It is clear that (4.17) is the most general of them. Whereas, 
(4.19) is better than (4.18). 
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